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The “Rolling Circle” Question
In the figure, the radius of circle A is
three times the radius of circle B. Starting
from the position shown, circle B rolls
completely around the circumference of
circle A which is stationary. How many
revolutions will the centre of circle B make
before returning to its starting point?
That circle B will make four revolutions on its axis as it traces a path around A
before returning to its starting position is surprising even to the sophisticated
problem-solver.
This little-circle-rolling-around-the-big-circle problem which appeared on a
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) test came into prominence, to the embarrassment
of the designers of this item, that the correct answer was not included among its
choices. The SAT choices were:
3
2

(B) 3

(C) 6

(D)

9
2

(E) 9
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(A)

The SAT team’s “correct” answer was (B).
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This mathematical faux-pas forced the Educational Testing Service of Princeton
to recalculate the scores of thousands of students on the mathematical section of
the SAT.
This “Rolling Circle” question testifies the narrow mathematical view adopted by
both students and experts. They deduced the intended method to be used and
used it without noticing the common-sense complexities of the problem.
The general argument to the rolling circle question is that since the
circumference of A is three times that of B, B must make three revolutions about
its own centre. But if the experiment is carried out, it will be found that B makes
four revolutions, as illustrated below:

The number of revolutions would have been three if it were the centre of B which
had rolled around the circumference of A.
Since the circumference of B is one-third of A,
this produces three rotations with respect to A,
and the revolution adds a fourth revolution with
respect to an observer from above.
Note that the general formula for the number of
rotations per revolution is
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In general, the number of rotations per revolution of two similar irregular objects
is given by
Perimeter of the path traced by the centre of gravity of the rolling object
Perimeter of the fixed object
The rolling circle problem is encountered in engineering, in the design of gear
configurations.

Wheel A of diameter 1 cm rolls around a fixed
wheel B of diameter 2 cm as shown. How many
revolutions about its axis will wheel A make in
rolling once around wheel B?

A

B
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Two equal circular discs A and B are
shown. If A is kept fixed and B is rolled
round A without slipping, how many
revolutions will B have made about its
own centre when it returns to its original
position?

Wheel A has a diameter twice that of the fixed
wheel B. If wheel A rolls around wheel B as
shown, how many revolutions about its axis will
wheel A make in rolling once around wheel B?

B

A

A

B

4.

In the figure, the radius of circle A is three times the
radius of circle B. Starting from the position shown,
circle B rolls completely around the inside of the
circumference of circle A, which is stationary.

B

A

How many revolutions will the centre of circle B
make before returning to its starting point?

The diagram on the right shows two spheres on either
side of a hollow horizontal cylinder.
The radius of the cylinder is three times the radius
of either sphere. Both spheres are pushed around the
cylinder until they return to their respective starting
points.
How many more times will the outer sphere rotate as
compared with the inner sphere turn through 360º?
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In the figure, circle B is half the radius of circle A.
Circle B rolls around the fixed circle A in the plane.
Fix a point on B.
How does P move as it rolls around A?

P
B
A

7.
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A cog-wheel of 8 teeth rotates on its axis
round a fixed cog-wheel of 24 teeth.
How many times does the small cog-wheel
make around the big one?

The figure shows three congruent circles. How many circles will it take
altogether to make a complete ring around the shaded circle?

9.

A circular disc of radius 2 cm is rolled without slipping around the outside
of a triangle. The perimeter of the triangle is 12 cm. What is the length of the
path traced out by the centre of the disc?
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10. A circle of radius 1 cm is rolled without slipping around a square. The
perimeter of the square is 20 cm. What is the length of the path traced out by
the centre of the circle?
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